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It’s time to get Noticed!
Welcome to the
Winter edition where
we’ve had a bit of a
Master of
Motion
facelift. We love our
Sophie Ellis
Bextor
new title Noticed and
think it’s rather apt for
ultimate
DAVID LINLEY
all the great features
we have to share with you!
School Notices is a trusted, online,
independent school community where
parents can gain access to our freeto-post Noticeboard to buy and sell
anything from uniforms to pets, sports
kits to saxophones, find property or
look for jobs.
Connecting member schools, parent
and alumni communities is at the heart
of all we do and we help raise funds for
some amazing causes in the process!
Advertising within this magazine and
on our website directly benefits our
schools as we share 25% of all revenue
for their charitable causes. Think what
that could do for your school!
We are extremely proud to be
supporting over 140 schools and
thousands of parents countrywide, so
if you or your school haven’t joined us
yet, what are you waiting for?!
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COMPETITION

WIN a fantastic
overnight spa break at

The Lygon Arms!

Enjoy a luxurious night away at this charming old Cotswold
coaching inn for two adults and two children with dinner and
relaxing spa treatments included*

The jewel of the Cotswolds
Sitting in the heart of Broadway village, The Lygon
Arms is often called ‘the jewel of the Cotswolds’
and boasts a rich history coloured by the many
characters who have stayed there, from Oliver
Cromwell to Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton.
This beautiful bolthole has a range of delicious
dining experiences – enjoy the seasonal British
menu at the Lygon Bar & Grill or even late night
drinks in the Lygon Wine Bar. Tucked away in a
tranquil corner of the hotel is a brand new spa
offering both adults a 60 minute treatment* as
part of this amazing prize.
With so much to see and do in this
area of outstanding natural beauty,
it’s the perfect family escape!

www.lygonarmshotel.co.uk

HOW TO ENTER
To enter this fabulous competition, you must
be a registered member on School Notices.
Join us and then email

competition@schoolnotices.co.uk
Please include your name, affiliated school
and put “Lygon Arms’ in the subject line.
Good Luck!

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Competition closes 08.01.19. One entry per household. Max. of
two adults and two children (max. 12 years of age), staying in
parents’ room. Available Sun to Thurs, excl. bank holidays, Xmas
and New Year period and between 12th-15th March, subject to
availability. *Prize includes a full English breakfast and a £35 pp
dinner allowance. Spa treatments to be taken separately unless
babysitter is organised (not incl. in prize). No cash alternative.
Travel not included. For full Terms and Conditions visit
https://blog.schoolnotices.co.uk/category/competitions/

SHOPPING

YOUR

Glitter Crossbody Bag
with Pompom £15.99
www.zara.com

ultimate
CHRISTMAS

Gucci New Ace
Glitter Sneakers £450
www.harrods.com

GIFT GUIDE

Bundled-Up Monogram
Ornament £8
www.anthropologie.co.uk

Let the shopping
commence!

Derhy Kids
Leopard false fur
jacket £ 91
www.melijoe.com

Pink Leopard
Phone Case £14
www.coconut-lane.com

Girls

Polar Bear Head £52.55
www.nubie.co.uk

Star

Personalised Nail Polish
by The Letteroom £6.95 each
www.notonthehighstreet.com
Large Flamingo Light £35
www.postboxparty.com

Glitter Personalised
Bracelets
£22 each
www.lilybelle.co.uk

Deluxe
Cruiser Crosley
Lomography La Sardina
Metal
Turntable £86
Edition Beluga Camera £99
www.smallable.com
www.sweatband.com

Angel Face Tulle Tutu Skirt £66
www.childrensalon.com

Robyn Tassel Buckle Boots £34
www.monsoon.com
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Virtual Reality Goggles £15
www.sciencemuseumshop.co.uk

Guess
Baseball Jacket £79
www.guess.eu

Kids Vans X Marvel
Old Skool Shoes £37
www.vans.co.uk

Boys

Hackett
Trompe-l’oeil Hat £31
www.childrensalon.com

Polaroid Cube+ 1440P Mini Lifestyle
Wi-Fi Action Camera £89.99
www.iwantoneofthose.com

Star
Sphero SPRK+ Robot £119.95
www.apple.com
Clean Team Shampoo & Body Wash £13,
Skin Goals Gentle Cleansing Lotion £13,
Wax Wonder Re-Styleable Pomade £17,
Super Balm Spot Zapper Lip Smoother
Bite Buster £14
www.spots-and-stripes.com

Aston Martin Db10 007 James Bond £14.95
www.wickeduncle.co.uk

Cluedo: The Stolen
Stegosaurus board game £30
www.nhmshop.co.uk

SHOPPING
The Wreath Box £40
www.hotelchocolat.com

Star
Peony & Moss Charity
Home Candle £47
www.jomalone.co.uk

JCM Punk Trilby £299
www.jesscollettmilliner.com

Sports-Luxe Knit
Trim Dress £359
www.meandem.com

Ladies

Roseberry
Heeled Boots £150
www.boden.co.uk

Pom-Pom Tray £45
www.maryannwatt.com
KitchenAid 175 Artisan Mixer £549
www.johnlewis.com

Gold Star Earrings £50
www.kaarenbuchanan.com

Panama Envelope Keyring £65
www.smythson.com

Wine Moon Cosmetic
Bag £25
www.theazurinastore.com

1970 Jumper £300
www.bellafreud.com

Lion Porcelain Jug £29.99
www.zarahome.com
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SHOPPING
Personalised
Scrabble Letter
Mug £9.95
www.apieceof.co.uk

Ventral Spin
Cycle Helmet £270
www.pocsports.com

Otis Batterbee
Fenton Geometric
Wash Bag £38
www.harrods.com

Star
Trekz Air
Bone Conducting
Headphones £149.99
www.aftershokz.co.uk

Byredo
Bibliothéque 50ml Eau
de Parfum £105
www.byredo.co.uk

Luxury Indoor
Boules Set £180
www.noblemacmillan.com

Men
Rotating Precious
Gear Silver
Cufflinks £395
www.tateossian.com

Monogram Sheepskin
Slippers £145
www.raefeather.com

Striped Wool Scarf £44
www.cleverlywrapped.com

Black Marble
Phone Case £24.99
uk.happyplugs.com
Mara Hardbound
Cellar Book £175
www.smythson.com

Hammered
Cocktail Shaker £25
www.johnlewis.com

Bees and Stars Belt £270 www.gucci.com
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PROMOTION

BEST SHORT HAUL WINTER SUN
The Ritz-Carlton, Abama, Tenerife
I love this classy resort
which has a real exotic
feel and yet is only a short
flight away. The golf and
tennis academies and pale
sandy beach are special
highlights. We recommend
the new two-bedroom
Family Suites.

BEST TIME
TO GO:

BEST NEW HOTEL

Parklane, a Luxury Collection
Resort & Spa, Cyprus
Open in April 2019, this shiny
high-end property is the one
to watch. Only 15 minutes
away from cosmopolitan
Limassol, it has an extensive,
supervised Park Kidz childrens’
club and phenomenal Villastyle Park Suites with their
own pool.

February
Half Term

BEST TIME
TO GO:

BEST BEACH
LOCATION

Must-Travel

BEST TIME
TO GO:

May
Half Term

Christmas/
New Year

One&Only Le Saint Géran, Mauritius
This style-icon with a private
peninsula location provides
legendary service and one of the
island’s best kids’ clubs.

DESTINATIONS
Melissa Barker, Owner of Travelbeam Luxury Holidays
reveals her top tips for the must-visit hotels in 2019
BEST TIME
TO GO:

BEST LUXURY
ALL-INCLUSIVE

Easter

IKOS Aria, Greece
Brand new for May 2019, IKOS
Aria in Kos offers Michelinstarred menus, the finest of
wines, a daily replenished
mini-bar and excellent
evening entertainment.

BEST BOUTIQUE HOTEL

Columbia Beach Resort, Cyprus
I always stay at this hotel when I visit Cyprus.
Located in the secluded and very pretty bay
of Pissouri, it’s typically Cypriot with charming
personal service to match.

Do get in touch to discuss your holiday plans:
0345 845 0145 | www.travelbeam.co.uk
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BEST TIME
TO GO:

Summer

“We love the
ka
all free with yaking and pedaloes
the all-inclu
sive”

INTERVIEW

BRUSHSTROKE

genius

Extraordinarily talented
alumnus of Eton College,
Luke Martineau talks to
School Notices about
his passion for art and
his flourishing career

WINTER 18 ★ schoolnotices.co.uk 11

ou could say that some of the
chosen few are born with all the
gifts! Luke would be your text
book example of this. Educated
at Eton College, he went on
to study at Oxford University
gaining a First in English and
Modern Languages. Added to this, Luke is both a
brilliant musician and excelled at sport at school.
With this plethora of talents, we ask Luke how he
came to choose art and creativity over academia
and we explore his career to date.
When did you first realize that you were artistic?
I think creativity is something which develops
slowly over many years, and as a boy I spent most
of my time either making things or doing music
and reading. During my first summer term at Eton,
I spent many hours completing a very detailed still
life of pencils and the finished work
was published in the school magazine.
It was at this point that I first started
to think of myself as ‘artistic’.
Did Eton impact on your career?
Very much so. The Drawing Schools
at Eton were welcoming, with a
wonderful sense of both peace and
industry. It was also a place which
collected together many of the more
interesting people in the school, many
of whom felt happy there in a way they
couldn’t be in the wider school with its rules and
pressures. I remember having started a painting one
afternoon and then not being able to get it out of
my head during other lessons. Once you realise you
are always thinking about your work as an artist,
you effectively are an artist.
Was there one individual who inspired you?
John Booth was a charismatic Head of Art - he
recognised my passion for painting and helped me
develop it, even driving into the local countryside
and leaving me there for hours with my easel and
paints. He certainly made me realise I had the
skills and the temperament to have a career as an
artist. John was also instrumental in getting Eton to

From left: Y is for Yo-yo from Luke’s
Every Boy alphabet series, Red Bucket
painting, Willa Ava and Clover de Jonge
2013, R is for Run from the Every Girl
alphabet series, Luke painting in Bijaipur,
HMQueen inspecting Eton CCF Guard of
Honour 2010, Ben Thomas Headmaster
of Thomas’s, Battersea

“Once you realise you are
always thinking about
your work as an artist, you
effectively are an artist.”
LUKE MARTINEAU

recognise the importance of Fine Art as a discipline
and in securing funding for a huge development
programme for the Drawing Schools.
After leaving Oxford what made you decide to
follow your love of art rather than academia?
After graduating, I was asked to return to Eton as
a French teacher which I did for a term but it was
not for me. I think my mind had been made up to
become an artist when I was still a schoolboy, and
confirmed during my gap year, half of which I spent
in London at art school, and half on a road trip
around Italy and France. It was on that trip that I
found not so much that I could paint every day and
be happy, but that I couldn’t not paint every day
without being unhappy!

INTERVIEW

Tell us about Alice and how her legacy has
influenced your work?
My sister suffered from Cystic Fibrosis (CF) and
died in 2003 at 30 having signed a record deal with
Sony and released her debut album Daydreams. She
was funny, talented and beautiful but also very, very
determined. After her death, we set up the Alice
Martineau Appeal for the Cystic Fibrosis Trust, and
this appeal has now raised more than £1.25 million.
We launched the appeal with an alphabetical series
of paintings I based on Alice, a sort of personal
tribute to her, which were sold at auction. So Alice’s
influence has been twofold - firstly, she taught me
by her own example never to waste a single second.
And secondly, I am now not just a painter of
landscapes and portraits, I am also an illustrator.
Do you prefer landscapes to portraiture?
Portraits are much harder to pull off, and represent
the greater challenge. When you do a portrait there
are no end of people with opinions on how well or
badly it has been done: trees do not comment on
how well you have drawn them! So I think I enjoy
painting landscapes in the sense that I find it less
scary, but I think that I am always excited about
doing a portrait because it offers the chance to do

something very good, if you get it right.
How do you get character across in portraits
when you don’t know the sitter personally?
I don’t do a lot of formal portraiture. I am more
at ease with informal poses and family groups.
But I would say two things - first, I always try to
spend some time with the sitter and get to know
them a bit, whether they are the headmaster of
an important school or a three year old! Second,
character is conveyed not just in accurately
depicting eyes and mouths and so on, but in body
posture and gesture. People tend to recognise
each other by how they sit or stand, what they do
with their hands while they talk and so on, and so
you need to get that bit right in order to have a
successful picture.
Have you painted any headmasters/mistresses?
I have painted quite a few. Last year I did a threequarter length painting of Bernice McCabe for
North London Collegiate and I also painted Ben
Thomas for Thomas’s Battersea.
Do you have a painting you are most proud of ?
I am proud of my 52 alphabetical pictures of my
children Grace and Tom, the ‘Every Girl’ and
‘Every Boy’ series, and I am just as proud of the
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INTERVIEW
A full-length portrait
of the Lord Mayor of
London in 2011

completely right answers, you need utter dedication
and not to be deterred by failures, and you need
to listen to other people. Finally, it’s not at all easy
being an artist. Self-doubt is inherent in all creative
endeavour, and you will need to find a way to live
with it!
How much technical/classical training is needed?
As much as you can get exposure to. Constable
famously (and snootily) said that a self-taught artist
is taught by a very ignorant person indeed. It can
be argued that we are all self-taught in that artists
all have to develop their own language over time,
by exposure to a unique set of influences, values,
voices and experiences both in and out of the art
room. But formal training accelerates the learning
process, and I certainly benefitted from my stints at
Heatherleys in West London.

“Having a successful career
as an artist is not the same
as being good at art.”

subjects themselves, even though they
are now in their mid teens. Although
the pictures started as a sort of ‘homage’ to William
Nicholson I think they are quite original too.
What historical artists are you influenced by?
Too many to name them all, but Claude Monet and
the French Impressionists, Turner, Sargent, Freud,
Bomberg, Stanley Spencer, William Nicholson.
What words of encouragement would you give to
young aspiring artists?
Having a successful career as an artist is not the
same as being good at art. An artist friend of mine
once told me about the three M’s in business:
manufacturing, marketing and management. The
first one is easy - and is usually the reason people
think about becoming artists in the first place. The
second is harder but not impossible to develop, and
the third one is really tricky: how much time to
spend on which pictures, for example. Whether to
join art societies, whether to show in a gallery or on
your own, how to price your work, etc. There are no

LUKE MARTINEAU

What is your motto for life?
I think I would choose a quote from Alice
Martineau’s Daydreams: ‘Nothing lasts forever’.
Any dreams still to be realised?
I’d like to find a way of painting that perfectly
expresses the beauty and wonder of the world, but
in my personal way - I think that is a worthwhile
goal, and an elusive one. It is hard to be the splash
itself rather than just a ripple, and in the meantime
I don’t think I have really achieved my dreams yet.
When and where is your next exhibition and what
is the theme?
My next exhibition- ‘Luke’s Big Open Studio’- is
being held at Unit 1A, West Point Building, 39-40
Warple Way, London W3 0RG over the weekend
of Saturday 1st and Sunday 2nd December, 10am4pm daily, with work from £500 available to buy
direct from the studio and online at

www.lukemartineau.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

Prioritise yourself for
just 60 minutes

What’s included with a
Female Health Assessment?

Being a mum, your children are your number
one priority. So, we want to make sure you aren’t
forgetting to put yourself first when it comes
to your health. Our Female Health Assessment
makes it easier to find time for those vitally
important breast and cervical cancer checks – at
a time and place to suit you, in under one hour.

Total time: 60 minutes
Discounted Price: £315 (normally priced £394)

Proactively checking for cancer
could help to prevent it
Even if you aren’t experiencing symptoms and
your family history isn’t anything to worry about,
regular checks are crucial to helping detect
cancer as early as possible. Whatever your results,
your doctor will help plan your next steps, so you
feel supported to move forward faster.

1 in 5

99.8%

breast cancer cases
are preventable

of cervical cancer
cases are preventable

Cancer research UK, 20151

Cancer research UK, 20151

Do you know how to check yourself
at home?
Our recent survey found that nearly one quarter
of women don’t know how to check their breasts
for signs of cancer2. Your doctor will demonstrate
this during your assessment, explaining some of
the common symptoms, so you’re confident you
know you’re doing it correctly.
Common symptoms of breast cancer include:
J

J

J

a new lump or area of thickened tissue in
either breast
a change in the size or shape of one or
both breasts

Breast examination
+ add a mammogram for £104† if you’re over 40
Cervical smear
Human Papillomavirus (HPV) and High Vaginal
Swab (HVS) tests depending on age and
medical history
Blood tests to check for raised
cholesterol and anaemia
Urine test to check for diabetes and
kidney issues
Up to 30 minutes with a doctor
(ask to see a female if you prefer)
12 months’ access to our 24/7 Anytime
HealthLine to speak to a nurse

It’s Breast Cancer
Awareness Month
We’re getting involved by offering a 20%
discount* to everyone who books a Female
Health Assessment during October 2018.
That gives you even more reason to book
that all important appointment.

Book your Female Health
Assessment in October
and get a 20% discount*

0333 455 1570
We may record or monitor our calls.

bloodstained discharge from either nipple

Source: www.cruk.org/cancerstats
Based on an internal Bupa survey of 1,600 women aged 16 and over, August 2018.
†Discount is not appilcable to Mammograms.
*Terms and conditions: This offer is only available to persons aged 25 years and over. This offer is only available to customers
arranging to book and pay with Bupa directly and not as part of their benefits under an employer’s group policy or trust. The 20%
discount will be applied to Female Health Assessments. The offer is only available if booked by 31 October 2018 (inclusive) and
attended by 31 December 2018 (inclusive). Discount to be applied to bookings made over the phone only. Appointments are
subject to availability. Bupa reserves the right to cancel, suspend, amend or withdraw the promotion at any point. The offer is
non-transferrable, has no cash value/alternative and cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers or discounts. These terms
and conditions shall be governed by English law, and the parties submit to the jurisdiction of the English courts.

1

2

Bupa heath assessments, GP services and Musculoskeletal services are provided by Bupa Occupational Health Limited. Registered in England and Wales No. 631336.
Registered office: 1 Angel Court, London EC2R 7HJ
BHF 12223
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BEAUTY
Lavish on to your face as a
mask or an overnight treat and
wake up looking dewy skinned
and refreshed.

10

2

Diptyque candles are the
superior way to light up a room,
and this year’s jewel-bright
offerings are no exception.

1

1 Becca Backlight Priming Filter £28
www.spacenk.com
2 Diptyque Holiday Collection
Limited Edition candle £53
www.spacenk.com
3 Balance Me Limited Edition Super
Moisturising Hand Cream £14.50
www.balanceme.co.uk
4 Tom Ford Ultra Length Mascara £38
www.spacenk.com

9

8

7

3

5 Chanel No 5 L’Eau Red Edition £130
www.harrods.com
6 Advent Calendar £195
www.fortnumandmason.com
7 By Terry Terrybly Densiliss Blush £54
www.spacenk.com
8 Guerlain Terracotta Joli Teint £37
www.johnlewis.com
9 This Works Deep Sleep Bath Oil £48
www.thisworks.com
10 Sisley Black Rose Mask £105
www.sisley-paris.co.uk

4

5

A spoiling compact of top
quality, richly pigmented
blusher that will last years
beyond the festive season.

6

This super-chic offering is
packed with full - as well as
sample-sized designer brands but you’ll need to be quick as
only 400 will be produced.

Santa’s little helpers

Your beautiful Christmas countdown starts here! Sarah Barclay
shares her top picks to get you through the party season
18 schoolnotices.co.uk ★ WINTER 18

INTERVIEW

Sensational

SOPHIE

Singer, songwriter, dancer, model and mum.
You can have it all! Sophie Ellis-Bextor, alumna
of Godolphin and Latymer tells us how
From Murder on the Dancefloor
to touring with Take That. We
ask Sophie about her career and
bringing up four boys whilst
working on her new album The
Song Diaries.

Tell us about your school days,
did they influence your career?
I’m not sure they influenced my
choice of career but I did meet
some of my best friends there.
School was a mixed bag, I loved

aspects but had a few tough
bits. I think my careers advisor
thought I’d end up in something
to do with journalism as I was
always into English and edited
my school magazine. However
I had other plans. Everyone was
a bit shocked when everyone
went to uni and I went on tour.
Was music a big part of your
educational curriculum?
No not really. I did piano lessons
when I was small and a few
guitar lessons but aside from
singing in the school choir I
never had any singing lessons
and I didn’t do music GCSE.
I’m essentially learning as I go.
With your mum being a Blue
Peter presenter and your dad a
film producer, did this impact
on your choice of profession?
It did in the sense that they let
me feel that any job could be
my job. That’s actually a brilliant
gift for a kid. If they’d had more
traditional jobs they might have
felt more uneasy about what I
ended up doing, but they were
always very supportive.
Was there one lucky moment in
your career?
I’ve had a few. The first was
when I joined my first band Theaudience - which came along
via someone I met at an indie
club. It hadn’t occurred to me to
be a singer so I just tried it as I
thought it would be a good story
to tell the grandkids. I ended
up finding the thing I had been
looking for. Then we got a deal
and that was incredible.

WINTER 18 ★ schoolnotices.co.uk 19

“It’s so important
to raise happy,
confident and
kind children
they will rule the
world one day
a ter all

The next lucky break was after
the band split up. My publishers
sent me the instrumental of
Groovejet. I thought ‘why not?’
and it became a big song for me.
I still sing it now.
What advice would you give to
the next generation of aspiring
singers and songwriters?
I always say the same. Don’t
regard a deal as the holy grail.
Focus on yourself first and work
out what kind of artist you want
to be. Then work hard and don’t
complain. If you end up making
a living from music, you are
always one of the lucky ones.
Is there an album or song which
you are most proud of, and why?
A couple stand out. Groovejet
for its longevity, Murder (on
the Dancefloor) because it
reminds me of my school friends
and Young Blood as it’s a more
emotional kind of song.
You’ve toured with George
Michael and Take That,
collaborated with the Manic
Street Preachers and worked
with Calvin Harris (amongst
others). Is there a memory that
particularly stands out?
The support tour with Take
That was lots of fun and they
were lovely hosts. I also enjoyed
supporting Elton John and
the Pet Shop Boys. Obviously
watching George Michael
every night was inspiring. All
collaborations give me such
great experiences - you
always learn something
and sometimes those
collaborations turn into
folk you work with over

INTERVIEW
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“Have courage
and be kind”
and over, like my relationship
with Ed Harcourt who I’ve done
three albums with.
Your highlights of Strictly
Come Dancing?
Ah, so many. It was lots of
fun. I loved learning something
new and it showed me that no
matter how nervous you are, you
can still get out there and dance!
When it all went well, it was the
best feeling. It took away the last
of my inhibitions.
How do you juggle being a mum
with your career?
It’s all we know. I’m just a
working mum to them and
I’ve been very lucky to have
support. I juggle it the same way
as any working parent except I
have it easier than most. I can
bring them to work if I want
and I can turn things down if I
feel it’s not making sense to me.
Not everyone is so lucky.
Have your boys inherited any of
your musical talents?
I don’t know if I’m raising any
musicians but I think I’m raising
music fans and that means more
to me. Plus they all love a boogie
which is great!
Tell us about The Song Diaries
and the inspiration behind it?
Folk have asked me for a while
about doing a greatest hits album
but I couldn’t see the point.
Then a few years back, a talented
friend of mine called Amy
Langley did a string version of

From above clockwise: With
husband Richard Jones (bassist
with The Feeling), posing for
photographers on the opening
night of Strictly Come Dancing
2013, charity trip to India with
Save The Children 2017, The Song
Diaries album cover with artwork
by fashion Illustrator David
Downton, with mum and step-dad
on a recent trip to Venice.
Bottom p20: Ed Harcourt

Groovejet for a charity gig. It
sounded so cool and different
that it sowed a little seed and the
idea to do an orchestral greatest
hits came from that.
What other passions do you
have? (Fulham FC?)
Haha not Fulham! That’s my
dad’s team. I don’t support
any football team personally
although if I had to I guess I’d
choose them for my Pa! My
passions are sorting out the
house - I love interiors stuff and
decorating, cooking food, vintage
clothing and dancing.
Are there any charities that are
close to your heart?
I support charities which get
kids into the arts like the
National Youth Theatre and The
Music House for Children. I am
also an ambassador for Save the

Children and Lumos. I suppose
broadly speaking children’s
charities resonate because they
have a voice that doesn’t always
get heard and it’s so important to
raise happy, confident and kind
children; they will rule the world
one day, after all.
Motto for life?
‘Trust your instincts’ is definitely
one but ‘Have courage and be
kind’ is good, too.
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Preparing children for their

INHERITANCE
Passing assets from one generation to the next may be a tried
and trusted method of transferring wealth, but how do you
make sure your children are prepared for the responsibility?
Some high-profile individuals are so concerned
about the impact of leaving their wealth to their
family that they are refusing to pass little more
than a fraction of it to the next generation.
That may seem a little extreme, but for those
wishing to pass on wealth, early planning is
essential in order to:
• start educating the next generation
• structure the transfer of assets.
Having conversations sooner rather than later
is potentially one of the greatest investments of
time that you will ever make. Here are five ways
to prepare your children for the responsibility of
future wealth.

1. Be transparent

Being open about money with your family and
the responsibilities it conveys can be a valuable
education piece for your children. Helping your
children understand the nature of your wealth,
along with how you and previous generations
created and manage it, is important.

2. Expose your children to money

Giving your children some financial independence
early on can help them learn its value and how to
take responsibility. Whether they save or spend,
talking about their choices is a good starting point.

PROMOTION

3. Start with a gift

As well as reducing your inheritance tax (IHT)
liability, gifting money to your children allows you
to assess how they respond to receiving a lump
sum and witness the choices they make.

4. Create a structure such as a trust

If you’re concerned about the impact of a wealth
transfer on your children or about how they will
manage future wealth, creating a trust can bring
peace of mind.
The terms can be set to include access once
your children reach a certain age (and expected
maturity). Also, the terms can coincide with key
life events, such as graduation or marriage, or when
their earnings reach a certain level.

5. Turn to assets

If you would rather not transfer cash to your
children, there are a number of alternatives.
Purchasing assets for them could be an option, as
could making regular payments towards a mortgage
or university fees. This would allow you to transfer
wealth in instalments and reduce your inheritance
tax liability.

“ Having conversations
sooner rather than
later is potentially
one of the greatest
investments of time that
you will ever make”

With an estimated £637bn of wealth1 in the UK
likely to be transferred over the next 30 years,
considering all the options makes sense. Preparing
your children to manage their future wealth is
becoming more and more important.
Before considering any transfers of assets, it’s
important to seek professional advice from a
wealth planner on the options available to you and
tax advice from your lawyer or accountant. This will
ensure that the issues have been assessed and any
potential tax consequences have been considered.
Please note that HSBC does not provide tax advice
and as such you should seek professional advice in
that regard.
1

Financial Times, 2016

If you’re interested in learning more about preparing
your child for their inheritance, please go to
www.hsbcprivatebank.com to find out more.
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Hungry EYES

Photographer and alumnus of Marlborough College David Yarrow
talks to Susannah Warren about becoming a collectible artist, how to get
ahead in the age of Instagram and what makes a truly special picture

“W

hen you fall in love
with someone, you
don’t fall in love with
them from 50 yards
away. You fall in love
with them two foot away,” says fine art photographer
David Yarrow, who is renowned for his evocative
and immersive monochrome images of the natural
world. “The starting premise is always proximity.
And then the eyes are the most important. Eyes tell
a thousand stories.”
It is Yarrow’s talent for storytelling and his ability
to capture for posterity some of Earth’s most remote
landscapes, cultures and wildlife that has made him
one of the world’s most collectible photographers.
His pictures don’t just
happen, though. They are
meticulously thought out.
“Ninety-nine per cent of
photographs are taken. People
take photographs. Whereas I
think I make photographs. I
have a preconception in my
head already of what I’m going to get, rather than
turning up and seeing what’s going to happen.”
“Photography’s not about a camera, it’s about
putting yourself in the position to take a picture.
That access comes through lots of things, nothing to
do with photography: research, manners, patience…”
For example, Yarrow has just returned from a
shoot in Montana that has taken six years and ten
trips to pull off: “We did leave thinking, no one else
would know how to do these pictures.”
He is also attempting to become the first
Westerner to do a portrait of North Korean leader

“People take
photographs.
Whereas I think I
make photographs”

Kim Jong-un: “It requires
an awful lot of diplomacy,
teaching photography to kids in
Pyongyang – whatever it takes.”
It’s this dogged determination,
to go where no photographer
has gone before in an effort to
document something truly special and fresh, that
got him his career-defining picture. Taken in 2015,
Mankind captures a 25,000-strong Dinka cattle
camp in South Sudan. “With photographers, it
tends to be one image that really puts them on the
map,” he says. “I needed to go from being decent
and hard working and passionate to collectible, and
I knew that I had to take a big image from somewhere
that no-one else had been.”
To get the shot Yarrow made a perilous journey,
walking for hours in 42 degrees heat and wading
through crocodile-infested waters before winning

PROFILE

Above: The Cara shot for Tag Heuer
Left: Yarrow in the field in Amboseli
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Above: The epic Mankind
Left: Diego Maradona holding
the World Cup, 1986

the cow-loving Dinka tribe over with pictures he
had taken of Highland cattle. The result is quite
extraordinary and highly sought after, with a print
fetching £60,000 in a Sotheby’s auction last year.
Another coveted picture, 78 Degrees North, which
captures the distinctive black Nike-style swoosh
on the pad of an Arctic polar bear’s paw as it
walks away, made £81,250 in May, which was a
record for Yarrow.
Such success has led to links with lots of charitable
organisations, most notably Tusk, for whom he is an
affiliated photographer. “I’m in the nice position
where I can give back. I can sell 12 in an edition,
which means if I give one to charity, I’ve still got
11 left. Last month alone, we raised $600,000 for
charity. That gives a warm glow.”
The shot he says he would “least like to lose” is
one he took of model Cara Delevingne for a Tag

PROFILE

“The starting premise
is always proximity. And
then the eyes are the most
important. Eyes tell a
thousand stories.”

Heuer campaign in South Africa, her back turned
to a snarling lion. “It sends shivers down your
spine,” he says. Yarrow can’t speak highly enough of
Delevingne: “She’s got a great work ethic – and she’s
fearless. In that situation she was very good to work
with because she is theatrical and brave. We nailed
it. The picture is worth a fortune.”
Yarrow has his business hat firmly on, which is
no surprise having spent 30 years in the city, first as
a stockbroker, then as a hedge fund manager. “Just
because you’re a photographer, it doesn’t preclude
you from being a businessman.”
Despite a promising start to his photography
career in his early 20s – he took the famed 1986 shot
of Argentinian footballer Diego Maradona holding
the World Cup aloft – he put down his lens after
graduating to pursue a career in finance. But his
passion for photography won out in the end: “I wasn’t

using my talents to the full. I could see there was a
niche in the market, but I had to feel as if I could
make money as 99 per cent of photographers don’t.
I did the two for a while but that never worked. You
gotta follow your passion.”
It’s a passion he discovered at Marlborough
College, where he joined the photography club: “I
spent quite a lot of time in the dark room. It was the
first time that I really saw the whole process.”
But in this age of Instagram, Yarrow believes
the starting point for any budding photographer is
“to recognise that everyone is a photographer and,
therefore, to do it professionally, you’re going to
have to do something different in order to cut it.
The advice I give to anyone that comes to see me is:
become a scholar in the history of photography and
photographers, work out why the 10 most famous
photographers of the last century were famous, what
did they do? What was it that made them famous,
what was the technique?”
He insists he wasn’t a “talent” at school: “It’s
difficult to have a talent for photography when you’re
14. You can have an interest, then you can understand
how cameras work and, then, if you’ve got an eye….
[but] photography’s really about emotion and we
become more emotionally mature as we get older.”
And, like his “hero”, filmmaker Steven Spielberg,
it is the 52-year-old’s understanding of the
language of emotion that sets him apart. “If you’re a
photographer that’s an artist, you’re always pushing
yourself to look at it from the viewer’s perspective,
what is going to be different: is it the composition, is
it the light, the subject matter? What is it that you’re
going to show that allows people to feel emotional.
I wouldn’t say I’ve cracked it but I’ve been doing it a
long time and I’m very tough on myself.”
Don’t we believe it.
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HOTshots

Supporting the next generation of clay pigeon
enthusiasts within our schools and beyond
Clay pigeon shooting has
grown enormously in popularity
amongst children recently
and has become a recognised
sporting fixture in many
Independent schools across
the country.
For those not enamoured
of rugby pitches or hockey
sticks, shooting clays combines
all of the best aspects of
sportsmanship: skill, team
spirit, razor sharp reactions,
hand-eye coordination and a
much needed competitive edge.
Moreover, mastering clays is
a unique way for children to
connect with nature and the
outdoors. As Will Pocklington,
editor of Fieldsports magazine
notes: ‘What a way to see
new places, really learn about
wildlife, meet new people, and
stay active. There are myriad
qualities youngsters can learn
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from being in the field. Respect,
responsibility, appreciation,
empathy... It really is a classroom
like no other’.
Holland & Holland is
committed to promoting this
quintessentially British sport
for the next generation. With
over a 100 years of experience,
it is no surprise that they are
renowned leaders in their field
with a reputation as traditional
gunmakers with a modern
outlook. Catering for the world’s
most discerning shots has always
been a priority. At their shooting
grounds, children will be able to
experience the luxury, heritage,
and expertise synonymous with
this historic name.
Based in Greater London
and less than five minutes from
Northwood tube station, Holland
& Holland’s stunning grounds
offer over 65 shooting stands,

each presenting an array of
challenging targets for all levels.
They employ six permanent
instructors who boast over
150 years of teaching between
them. Their unique knowledge
and insight can help your
child develop and master this
challenging and exciting sport.
Early professional tuition can
give your children (9 year plus)
a good grounding in the art of
shooting whilst also ensuring
that bad habits don’t develop,
something that can so easily
happen without an expert’s
guiding hand. To this end,
Holland & Holland are leading
the way in providing incredible
facilities and courses that provide
for the next generation of
shooting enthusiasts.
Holland & Holland are pleased
to offer 10% off lessons with our
trained instructors between
January and May to pupils and
their parents. All abilities are
welcome! For more information
please call 01923 825349 and
quote ‘School Notices’.

COMPETITION

INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS
CLAY PIGEON CHAMPIONSHIPS

Holland & Holland in partnership with School Notices are
proud to announce the launch this Spring of their prestigious annual
competition to Independent Schools across the country
“It is with the younger
generation that the future
of shooting lies. It is
incumbent upon organisations such as
ours to ensure that the skills of shooting
and sa ety in the field are passed down
through future generations.”
Daryl Greatrex, MD of Holland & Holland
Taking place this Spring, on the 21st March
2019, the Holland & Holland School Notices
Independent Schools Clay Pigeon Championships
brings children, parents and alumni together for
a fantastic day of competition whilst enjoying
their grounds in Greater London. So start getting
your team together for a day to remember and
the chance to win for your school!

THE COMPETITION

Independent schools can enter teams of four
across three different categories:

1. Junior Cup (9-13 yrs)

2. Senior Cup (13-18 yrs)
3. Alumni/Parents

Junior and Senior Cup Winners will receive a
magnificent trophy to display within their school
until next year’s competition. Good luck!
Participating Alumni/Parent teams have the
chance to win a considerable donation to your
chosen school’s charitable trust.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS MAY APPLY

For more information on how to enter your team, please call School Notices on 01256 223060

DESIGN

Life in
DETAIL

We speak to David Linley, Earl of Snowdon and alumnus
of Bedales School, about his life-long passion for creativity,
design and inspiring the next generation
When did your love of design emerge?
I don’t think it was design as much as
engineering. I was brought up by my
parents [Princess Margaret and Anthony
Armstrong-Jones] to enjoy looking at
beautiful things, whether it was art or
craft. From an early age we were making,
drawing or looking at things.
Who else inspired you as a youngster?
My science teacher at Millbrook House
School. He was very clever at engaging
us and helped us to build machines
and camps in the wood. He was also
instrumental in helping me decide to go
to Bedales. I loved the idea of being able
to create things and there was a much
freer dynamic at Bedales with an excellent
workshop and art studio. I think a lot of
schools can pigeonhole you and don’t give
you the freedom and the opportunity to
stretch your mind.
Right: A young
David demonstrates
a keen interest in
engineering on
a factory visit

Were your school days happy?
Very happy. I have lots of friends from
back then, it was a pivotal time for me.
From Bedales I secured a place at Parnham
House College [a school for furnituremakers] for two years. The problem with
a lot of universities is that you tend to
degenerate back to being a 14-year-old
again, but we didn’t at Parnham. There
were only 10 of us and it was a great
privilege to be there and we did not want
to waste that valuable time.
What was the next step?
I left on the Friday and opened my own
workshop on the Monday. If I had known
what I know today I probably wouldn’t
have as it was such hard work. But it was
great fun and I learnt a great deal about
myself. I had a one-bed flat in Dorking
above a fish and chip shop, which I rented
with the workshop. It was from here that
Linley furniture was born.
Any advice for the next generation?
I didn’t do one but I would look at doing
an apprenticeship. There are some great
colleges like Brighton, who push out good
people. You also need to decide: are you
going to pursue a life to make money or
are you going to enjoy your life and
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what you do? You need to follow your
dreams – too often parents push children
in the direction they want them to go.
Have your children followed in your
footsteps?
My son, Charles, is at Loughborough
University reading Design and Engineering.
I didn’t tell him to do anything, he chose to
follow that path. My daughter, Margarita
is very precise and good at drawing and has
her own Instagram jewellery business called
Matitajewellery.
Tell us about your role as chairman
at Christie’s.
I started in 2006 and every day I learn
something. It’s the most interesting place
to work because of the people I meet, from

“FROM AN EARLY AGE WE
WERE MAKING, DRAWING OR
LOOKING AT THINGS”

PHOTOGRAPHY: © JAKE CURTIS

the staff to new collectors, to the world
famous or people who have interesting
habits or live fascinating lives, like artists.
I like trying to imbue a sense of
collecting amongst the new generation and
people who might not have thought about
collecting in the past.
And your new appointment at The
Prince’s Foundation…
I’m very excited to have become vicepresident of the foundation, and this year
we held the Snowdon Summer School at
Dumfries House. This has always been
an ambition of mine: to identify what
I do and what I care about and how I
can contribute towards young people’s
development.

David 1985, Parnham
House School for
Craftsmen in Wood, desk
displaying the art of
Marquetry, Linley store
Belgravia, David in the
workshop, Michelangelo’s
Taddei Tondo

THE PR INCE’S FOUN

DATION

Respecting the past, building the future
At its heart, The Prince’s Foundation is about
supporting people to create community.
Whether through building sustainable housing
or regenerating neighbourhoods, developing
family attractions or teaching traditional arts
and skills, The Prince’s Foundation is leading
the way forward.

enquiries@princes-foundation.org

DESIGN

“ARE YOU GOING TO PURSUE A
LIFE TO MAKE MONEY OR ARE
YOU GOING TO ENJOY YOUR
LIFE AND WHAT YOU DO? ”
What do you do to relax?
I like meeting and talking to people,
and I love messing around with cars,
motorbikes and bicycles. I spend a lot of
time collecting things on a small scale, like
watches. My house is full of objects, all of
which tell a story.
Sometimes you don’t let yourself stop
working because you’ve been born to work,
but it’s very important to take time out
every year and turn your telephone off.

Shop Linley

With stores in Belgravia, Harrods
and Burlington Arcade

FOR KIDS

MICE £40 A charming addition to
a child’s bedroom, or a study for
your favourite worker mice! One
mouse comes crafted in tropical
chestnut and the other in ash.

FOR HER

Favourite piece of art?
Michelangelo’s Taddei Tondo. It’s the only
Michelangelo marble sculpture in Great
Britain and it’s free to see (at The National
Gallery). How much better can that be?
The direction for design in the future?
It’s impossible to try and predict! I think
we have got slightly stuck with interior
design as nothing much has changed. We
saw a great shift when we started making
furniture for dual purposes. Technology
has had an impact – I think machine and
hand is a great combination.
What is your motto for life?
“I dream of things that
never were, and ask why
not?” When I was at
Parnham, we had to
come up with a sentence
and I still think about
this quote from George
Bernard Shaw 30 years later.

TILE JEWELLERY BOX £2,500
This box impresses from all angles.
Its isometric tile pattern is crafted
from hand-dyed bolivar and birch
veneers. Inside reveals a removable
jewellery tray and silver plaque
which can be personalised.

FOR HIM

UNION JACK MATCHBOX SLEEVE
£195 Crafted in Walnut with a
Union Flag marquetry design in Burr
Walnut, Burr Oak and Sycamore.

davidlinley.com
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PROMOTION

Keep HANDS clean
with a fun washing routine!

Little hands get everywhere! And bacteria are
found in almost every environment on the planet
spreading illness, disease and infection, from
coughs and colds to tummy bugs and worse. The
most common carrier of these germs is our hands
so helping your children with a good hand washing
routine is essential.

DID YOU KNOW…

Here are our top tips to avoid those pesky germs
Wet hands with warm water.
Apply a natural, antibacterial hand wash to cover palms.
Rub palms together.
Put one palm on the back of the other hand and interlace
fingers, then reverse.
Put palms together again, wriggle fingers and make bubbles.
Rub the back of fingers with the palm of the opposite hand.

Germs can survive up to three hours on the
skin if they’re not washed off!

Grab hold of each thumb and rub up and down.

Hand washing with soap kills 99.9% of germs!

Thoroughly rinse off all soap with warm water.

2-10 million bacteria live between our hands
and elbows at any given moment!
Damp hands spread many more germs than
dry ones!

See our full range at childsfarm.com

Make a fist and rub it into the opposite palm, then reverse.
Dry hands completely on a clean towel.
Once dry, apply moisturiser to
prevent tiny cracks letting
bacteria into the body.

Childs Farm and Dr Jennifer Crawley, Consultant Dermatologist, University College London provide this information as a general
guide. Further information is available from the NHS and the National Eczema Society, and essential guidance should come from
your GP or other medical professionals familiar with the details of your child’s case. Copyright Childs Farm Limited 2018.
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WINTER READS
As the nights draw in, it’s time to cosy up on the sofa with
a really good book. Katie Knapman reveals her new release
Revision Fun for Clever Kids and reviews this term’s top picks
Juniors
REVISION FUN FOR
CLEVER KIDS
By Katie Knapman

It’s that time of year when the children are back at
school, refreshed from the long summer holidays
and ready for the year ahead. The school report
at the end of last term and the stress of summer
exams seem a distant memory. But for many, the
months to come will find our children facing new
challenges and, for some, entrance exams for their
next school.
For 15 years, I presented Countryfile, Tomorrow’s
World and various educational programmes for the
BBC and Channel 4. Over the years, I have realised
my passion lies in communicating with the next
generation and helping them to become more
confident in everything they do. As a parent, I
see first hand the importance of building
*
this confidence, making the most of
education and having fun, so last year
Revision Fun for
I decided to write a fun, puzzle-filled,
Clever Kids on the
educational workbook.
School Notices website.
www.schoolnotices.
Revision Fun for Clever Kids is packed
co.uk/offers
with over 50 pages of cartoons, puzzles
and brainteasers. It includes problems
covering maths and logic, English, geography,
history and science. And underpinning the whole
book is my philosophy that confidence and
enjoyment are key when helping a child to learn.
£8.99, www.jumpingyak.com

Teacher Edward
Matthews at
Westminster Under
School helps a pupil
studying the book
which is used in their
Platform programme,
an outreach
programme run by
Westminster School.

* Offer ends 31 Dec 2018

25% OFF
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A DV E RT I S I N G F E AT U R E

A R E YO U
P R E PA R E D F O R T H E
CHANGES AHEAD?
In the current climate of uncertainty, it is important to seek
face-to-face financial advice.
With the full force of Brexit yet to be felt,
savers and investors need to be wary of the
potential impact on their plans. Although
markets remained resilient following
the referendum result, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) has cautioned that
the impact of the decision to exit the
European Union has continued to weigh
heavily on the wider economy.

Chris Ralph, Chief Investment Officer
at St. James’s Place says, “The short
term noise in markets is not always
easy to resist. It is important to always
maintain a long-term view and, whilst the
referendum result may yet alter a great
deal about the UK, it does not alter the
principle of investing or people’s need to
build and protect their financial future.”

Call 020 3605 1205 for
more information or your
complimentary guide to
School Fees Planning.

The pound has come under pressure,
and there is no denying that the ongoing
Brexit negotiations will continue to create
disruption in the short term; but taking
a long-term view will help people plan
more confidently for the future.

Making an early start is the most important
factor in saving for the future.

“At times like this, it pays to keep calm
when all around are losing control,” says
Neil Woodford, a selected fund manager
for St. James’s Place. “This doesn’t change
anything fundamental. I don’t think the
prospects of the business I have invested in
have deteriorated at all as a result of Brexit.”
Indeed, as markets look ahead, the
progress of exit negotiations should
enable sentiment to settle and investors
focus to turn to the future and explore
their options carefully.

We are continuing to hold
School Fees Planning surgeries,
strictly by appointment only
in October and November in
local regions. These are held in
the strictest confidence
without obligation.

It is highly recommended that people
seek face-to-face financial advice, so
they can gain a clear perspective on the
challenges and opportunities that exist in
the current climate.
EINSTEIN FAMOUSLY SAID:
“COMPOUND INTEREST IS
THE EIGHTH WONDER OF
THE WORLD. HE WHO
UNDERSTANDS IT, EARNS IT…
HE WHO DOESN’T… PAYS IT.”

The value of an investment with
St. James’s Place will be directly linked to
the performance of the funds selected and
the value may fall as well as rise. You may
get back less than the amount invested.

LOUISE DAVIES Associate Partner
Tel: 020 3605 1205 Email: louise.davies@sjpp.co.uk
Web: www.schoolfeessolutions.co.uk
The Partner represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management
products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The title ‘Partner’ is the marketing term used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.
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BOOKS

Adults

OTTOLENGHI SIMPLE

by Yotam Ottolenghi with
Tara Wigley and Esme Howarth

Seniors

ESCAPING FROM
HOUDINI

PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF PUBLICATION

by Kerri Maniscalco

A luxurious ocean liner becomes
a floating prison of madness
and horror, as passengers are
murdered one by one… with
nowhere to run from the killer.
Audrey Rose Wadsworth and
her crime investigation partner,
Thomas Cresswell, are on the
RMS Erturia crossing the Atlantic
to New York. They’re delighted
to discover a traveling troupe
of circus performers, fortunetellers, and a certain charismatic
young escape artist entertaining
passengers nightly. But then,
privileged young women begin to
go missing without explanation,
and a series of brutal murders
shocks the entire ship.
The disturbing influence of the
Moonlight Carnival pervades the
decks as the murders grow ever
more freakish, with nowhere to
escape except the unforgiving sea.
It’s up to Audrey Rose and Thomas
to piece together the gruesome
investigation as even more
passengers die before reaching
their destination. But with clues
to the next victim pointing to
someone she loves, can Audrey
Rose unravel the mystery before
the killer’s horrifying finale?
£14.58 (Hardback) Amazon

If you are looking to prepare deliciously
impressive dishes that do not require
you to spend a whole day in the
kitchen, you will find the answer in
Ottolenghi SIMPLE. This collection of
130 new recipes showcases Ottlenghi’s
standout dishes while also fitting in
with whatever type of cooking you find
easy – whether that’s getting wonderful
food on the table in under 30 minutes,
using just one pot to make a delicious
meal, or preparing a tasty dish that can
be put together ahead of time and then
served when you’re ready. None of the
trademark vibrant flavours have been
lost and the inventive vegetable dishes
remain, but all have been brilliantly
pared back. Bursting with colourful
photography and playful design, this
book will delight! This is Ottolenghi
with minimal hassle for maximum joy.
£25 (Hardback) Ebury Press

Juniors
MAKE THIS BOOK
DISAPPEAR
by Barbara Taylor

Are your children inquisitive and
creative? Do they like to cut,
scrunch, throw and discover? Make
this Book Disappear is a science
activity book which allows your
child to make scientific enquiries
in a fun but educationally robust
way by asking questions, making
predictions and testing things out.
The book is brimming with exciting
experiments that include the use of
camouflage, turning a page into a
jet and giving your child the chance
to climb through an A4 page. Want
to find a way to get your child away
from their screens and reignite their
interest in the world? Then this is
the book. £8.99 (Paperback) Amazon
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MARY-ANN WATT ART

“Finally, a really classy, stylish
range of products for the
home - infinitely nicer than
anything I’ve seen elsewhere.”
Kate, London

Exclusive SN offer - 15% off your first order
before 1st Dec 2018. Use code SN18

www.maryannwatt.com

INTERVIEW

HAMISH
MACKIE
Master of motion
Capturing movement is a challenge for
all artists. We speak to renowned wildlife
sculptor, Hamish Mackie, alumnus of
Radley College, about the origins of his
extraordinary talent and his ability to
mould clay into life
WINTER 18 ★ schoolnotices.co.uk 39

H

amish Mackie has had the
privilege of studying wildlife in
many corners of the world at
first hand. “Observing animals in
their own environment, in their
natural habitat, is essential to
understanding the subject’s physical and instinctive
traits.” This close observation, often involving
intense research trips and sculpting from life in the
field, informs Hamish’s approach to his work.
From his studio in Oxfordshire, Hamish creates
his wildlife sculptures which are cast in bronze or
silver as limited editions, each signed,
dated and numbered.
Hamish has works in public and
private collections around the world.
In 2014, he won a major public art
commission – Goodman’s Fields
Horses for the Berkeley Homes
Goodman’s Fields development in
London. The sculptures were unveiled
to critical acclaim and won the Public
Monuments and Sculptures Association’s
Marsh Award for Excellence in Public Fountains.
When did you realise that you wanted to sculpt?
Having grown up on a Cornish livestock farm I have
always had a passion to sculpt from an early age.
My ‘professional’ career started at Lewa Wildlife
conservancy shortly after leaving school.
Did your time at Radley impact on your career?
Massively, for which I have always been incredibly
grateful. Radley found a strength and developed it.
Was there one individual who inspired you above
all others?
Paul Kilsby (Radley) my sculpture teacher.
What do you need to become a sculptor?
Sculpting is one thing, selling is another - so to
make a living you need to cover a wide spectrum
of abilities. Perseverance is one as it won’t happen
overnight, but it’s a fun game when it works.
How much technical training do you need and
where did you do this?
Very little except the basics of sculpting, which I
learnt in the Sewell centre at Radley.

From above clockwise:
Hamish with black
Rhinos in Kenya
working on a maquette,
Horse Head 2015, at
work in his Oxfordshire
studio, the Goodman’s
Fields Horses
Bottom: The Winged
Victory of Samothrace,
Hamish’s favourite
sculpture

Do you need to be able to draw?
I am trying to get back into drawing as sadly didn’t
draw for too long. I make armatures that can be
manipulated into position which saves on rubbers!
My advice to anybody starting would be to always
have a sketch book to hand.
What advice would you give to aspiring young
sculptors and artists?
Give it a go, if it doesn’t work at least you tried.

INTERVIEW

“You should be
able to look wildlife
sculpture in the eye
and see life.”

THE VICTORY OF SAMOTHRACE:
FRED ROMERO; WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

HAMISH MACKIE

Being self employed as a sculptor has been hard
work but a fantastic way of making a living from
what I love doing. I have slowly built my career
up to include several of my passions - wildlife,
travel, conservation, field sports, photography and
sculpting. There is no right or wrong way or set
career path as a sculptor.
How do you progress your career in this field?
I did a Foundation course (Falmouth School of Art)
and then a Degree in Furniture and Product design
(Kingston University). This was advised as it would
open up more job opportunities if sculpting hadn’t
worked. If I was to do it again I would do two six
month apprenticeships, one with a sculptor or
gallery, the other at a bronze foundry.

Any historical artists who have inspired you?
Neolithic artists, Mene, Baryre, Barrias, Rodin,
Modigliani, Bugatti, to name a few.
Your favourite sculpture other than your own?
The Winged Victory of Samothrace.
What is your preferred animal to sculpt?
Animals with muscle definition. If you forced me to
narrow it down - deer!
How do you go about capturing movement?
By spending time with animals watching them
move in their natural habitat, making small scale
maquettes while observing. Observation is the key
to building up an understanding of animal anatomy.
Do you prefer to work outside in the wild or from
photos or both?
A bit of both - like piecing together a jigsaw. I’ve
been lucky to have travelled the globe with my
studio box and cameras. There then becomes a scale
where it’s definitely easier in a controlled studio
environment. Modern technology makes it easy
to bring photos and video back but nothing beats
feeling the rumble of an elephant close by!
What is your favourite commission/piece?
The Goodman’s Fields Horses which Berkeley
Group commissioned.
Have you ever sculpted people?
A few nudes and Sir Winston Churchill.
What do you like to do when you are not working?
Not sitting still. Anything outside.
What is your motto for life?
You only live once.
Any dreams still to be realised?
Many, we should all have dreams to be realised.
When and where is your next exhibition and what
is the theme?
My next solo show ‘Life in Bronze’ is October 2020.
It will be a series of new sculptures made over the
last four years. A big section will
be inspired from The Northern
Rangeland Trust, a wildlife
conservation initiative I want
to help in Kenya. My Oxfordshire
studio is also open by appointment. For
visits, contact Hamish on 07971 028098.
www.hamishmackie.com
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CHRISTMAS
LICKED

Get ahead for the big day!
Did you know the lion’s share can be can be done before the
holidays? Experienced cook and food stylist Jane Lovett
shares her fail-safe tips
1
Potatoes for roasting can be par boiled (for
10 minutes precisely!) the day before. Drain
and shake in the colander to roughen up
their edges, then spread out in a roasting tin
with a little oil or fat, ready just to pop into
the oven next day. The fat doesn’t need
to be hot. Or prepare them as above a
month or so in advance and freeze.
Thaw before cooking.

PHOTOGRAPHY: © SHUTTERSTOCK

Just a snatched half hour here
and there will be a godsend
on Christmas Day and you’ll
be thankful for your
foresight, not least because
of the considerably
reduced washing-up!

7

2

3

tu fings can
be made up to
two months in
advance and
rozen

Make stock for the gravy from
the turkey (or goose) giblets up to
two days ahead. Cover them with
water, bring up to the boil with
a quartered onion, bay leaf and
any other suitable flavourings and
simmer for an hour, before straining
and storing in the fridge when cold.

4

5

Sprouts can be prepared
up to two days in
advance. I like to halve
or quarter them as they
cook more evenly and
look more appealing and
colourful. (see recipe)

When calculating cooking times
remember to factor in at least 30 minutes
resting time for the turkey before eating,
which can be stretched to
an hour or more as long
as the bird is kept
somewhere warm.

8

Too exhausted
to make a
pudding? Serve cheese and
hand round a box of frozen
Maltezers instead!
Wash up as you go along. There’s
nothing more daunting, dispiriting,
depressing and panic-making than
a sink full of dirty pots and pans. I
always advise never putting down
or leaving a dirty saucepan or tin in
the sink.

Always short
o space, use
the car as an
e tended ridge,
especially or
a gargantuan
turkey As well
as being cold it’s
rodent ree unlike
the garage

6

ENTERTAINING

JANE’S TOP TIP:

This is very good as a side
dish, on its own, or with a
fried or poached egg on top.
A trickle of Sriracha (chilli)
sauce over the egg would
round it off perfectly!
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9

Novelty aprons
and washing-up
gloves cause
much mirth –
especially amongst
the young and old…
and transform a
chore into fun!

11

Get-Ahead
ed
can be shredd
The sprouts
d
an
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va
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several days
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ready to cook
the pan until
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ut
the spro

Order a ham NOW
- for a welcome
surprise a few days
before Christmas!

12

Finally, keep it realistic. Far
better to cook simple
food well, than
complicated
food badly.

20% OFFsigned copies of
Lay the table
The Get-Ahead Cook available on the
School Notices website.
up to two days in
advance if space allows. www.schoolnotices.co.uk/offers
www.janelovett.com

* Offer ends 25 Dec 2018

Serves 4-6
Ingredients
) Brussels
• 340 g (12 oz
sprouts
n,
streaky baco
• 6 rashers of
s
rip
st
in
th
snipped into
• olive oil
butter
• a knob of
eshly ground
fr
d
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(o
l
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t
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N OW
OPEN

Rosebourne, Basingstoke Road, Aldermaston, Reading RG7 4LD (A340 just north of Aldermaston village)

www.rosebourne.co.uk

FOLLOW US:

FUN FACTS

There are

364

gifts mentioned in
“The Twelve Days
of Christmas”

The first
PENCIL was
invented in
England in
1565

Think of a number.
Double it. Add six.
Half it. Take away
the number you
first started with.
Your answer is three

Your
THUMB
is the same
length as
your NOSE

No word in
the English
language
rhymes with
SILVER
A

chameleon

can stretch its
tongue more than

three times
the length
of its body

One in
every 2,000
babies is
born with
a TOOTH
The word muscle
comes from the Latin
meaning little mouse,
which the Romans
thought flexed bicep
muscles resembled

You’ll NEVER
guess what!
We’ve rounded up our favourite fascinating facts
for you to wow your friends with this winter

Leonardo da Vinci
spent

12 years

PHOTOGRAPHY: © SHUTTERSTOCK, PIXABAY

painting the
Mona Lisa’s lips

The only
food that
DOESN’T
rot is
HONEY

Prior to the turkey
tradition Christmas
fare included roast
swan, pheasants
and peacocks

A bolt of

lightning
is about

six times
hotter
than the sun

The largest
recorded

snowflake
15 inches

was

wide

A SPIDER
hears using
tiny HAIRS
on it’s legs

Many parts of the
Christmas tree can
actually be eaten,
with the needles
being a good source
of Vitamin C

Australia

is the only country
that occupies an
entire continent

and finally The word Schoolmaster is an anagram of “the classroom.”
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ENTERTAINING

TABLE talk

Whatever your style, a beautifully decorated table is the bedrock for
creating that perfect Christmas atmosphere
We stress about the turkey,
deliberate over which way to
cook the sprouts and always leave
laying the table until the last
minute. Your table sets the tone
for the day so it should be given
the love and attention it deserves.
We speak to the co-founders at
OKA who share their top tips
and years of design expertise, to
make your Christmas a day to
truly remember.
Co-founders Annabel
Astor, Sue Jones and Lucinda
Waterhouse have been designing
and travelling the world to source
beautiful unique furniture and
homewares for nearly 20 years.
Making interiors look warm and
welcoming is what they do best.
Here, Sue shares some of her
invaluable expertise.

GET THE LOOK
Lakadema Leopard Candle
Holders (2) £44 OKA, Faux
Tortoiseshell Round Placemats
(4) £98 OKA, Washakie Velvet
Chair £320 OKA, Kraft gift
tags (10) £1.50 Paperchase,
Tortoiseshell Tumblers (4) £36
OKA, Jute Rope Twine £3.45
Pipii, Dried Orange Slices (30g)
£2.50 Hobbycraft, Wide Denisoni
Vase £54 OKA, Velvet Tasselled
Cushion Cover £60, OKA, Pillar
LED Candle £16 OKA, Habico
Decorative Dried Cinnamon
Sticks, (12) £3 John Lewis
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Top tips for decorating your
Christmas Table
As Christmas is a busy time
for everyone it’s worth thinking
about your table design,
tableware and decorations well in
advance of the big day.
I think candlelight is one of
the most important elements on

any dining table as it has the
ability to create a wonderful
atmosphere.
LED candles are perfect if
you have children at the table,
they are incredibly realistic and
give a soft warm glow.
Every year I think of a fun
new way to display name cards
and your guests will appreciate
the personal touch. This year I’ve
written cards attached with black
ribbon and hung them from the
candleholders.
If you want to add a touch of
drama to your Christmas table,
try hanging lamps and overhead
centre pieces (just make sure they
are hung high-enough so your
guests don’t hit their heads!)
Instead of flowers, I like to fill
vases with sticks of cinnamon
and dried fruits as their signature
Christmas scent adds to the
dining atmosphere.

“I wanted to create
a rustic and inviting
Christmas table, bursting
with individuality”

Then a HERO
comes along…

INTERVIEW

Muddy Stilettos founder Hero Brown tells SN about the inspiration
behind her lifestyle website and how she juggles work and family
How did Muddy Stilettos come about?
After I had my first child, I moved out from
Islington to a village in Buckinghamshire for the
classic country idyll – thatched cottage, pretty
garden, less stress. However, I could never find
things that I wanted to do – no-one wrote about
pop-up restaurants, pubs with the best views or
romantic bolthole hotels that were opening. So I
started Muddy initially from personal need!
How has the company changed over the years?
It started with me writing a blog in a little cubby
hole at home. As technology has developed, we’ve
reinvented too – we’re now mobile led,
the site has had its third redesign
and we’ve got lots of new elements
including our own School Reviews, a
Fun Finder so people can search via
location all the pubs, hotels etc. that we
recommend; and our handpicked Little
Black Book of local businesses. The
heart of the site though remains focused
on finding unmissable stuff locally.
How would you describe your general
Muddy reader?
Fun-loving, intelligent, busy women
between 30-55, though we do have
younger and older readers. I’ve always
described Muddy as ‘like Red magazine, but drunk’
– Muddy readers care about their kids and family,
spending time with friends, and making their free
time count.
Tell us some of your favourite hidden gems for
eating or sleeping!
There are so many! We cover 19 counties but I write
about Bucks & Oxon – so I’d say for a fantastic

“I’ve always
described Muddy as
‘ like Red magazine,
but drunk’”
meal head to The Mash Inn in the Chiltern Hills.
The tasting menu is incredible. For a charming pub,
Anthony Worrall Thompson’s The Greyhound Inn
in South Oxfordshire does the best wagyu beef
(look for the giant teddy bear on the beams in the
dining room!). And for me the best hotel is Stoke
Park in South Bucks where Bridget Jones had her
naughty weekend away with Daniel Cleaver.
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INTERVIEW

“I’ve set up rules to
stop myself working in
‘ home’ time”
What attributes does it take to run a business?
I’d love to say it’s just talent but tenacity is just
as important. I always had a belief that Muddy
would become a success, even when I was working
for nothing for two years. There were times when I
could have given up, but I’m very competitive. You
also need to match creativity with commercial sense;
I’ve forced myself to get savvy with the balance sheet!
Have you ever had to write a horrible review?
Thankfully not! If I had a terrible experience
I would rather not write about it than trash it.
Everyone’s entitled to an off day. I’m always honest
though – if the décor isn’t to my taste I’ll say so. It’s
only my opinion but readers are looking to make
choices based on my advice.
How do you juggle running your business with
being a parent?
It is SO HARD! I have three children but when I
started Muddy my youngest pretty much came to
most meetings. Now they’re older I can leave them
more, but I have less free time - they do loads of
sport and I seem to be surgically attached to my
steering wheel at weekends. I’ve set up rules to stop
myself working in ‘home’ time - I don’t work once
the kids are up and when I get home for 6pm the
computer stays off. That way I feel like I’m doing
right by my family and not neglecting my business.
What aspect of the business are you most proud of?
I can’t quite believe that Muddy has become so
well-known. We have over 200,000 subscribers
which is more than a lot of the big glossies. Also, we
did a survey recently, and our subscribers fed back
how important the site was in helping them plan
their free time. Reading those comments did give
me a bit of a tingle.
What are your dreams for the future?
Sleep! Also I’m getting to an age where I’m thinking
a lot about my wellbeing, so I fantasise about being
super-fit and bendy. Unfortunately I’m hardwired to
work so this will never happen! Next year I want to

HERO’S HIDDEN GEMS

Best Hotel

Stoke Park in
South Bucks

Best Food

The Mash
Inn in the
Chiltern Hills

Best Pub

The
Greyhound
Inn in South
Oxfordshire

do Muddy Live, a big live event where we can say
hello to our readers in the real world.
Any advice for young internet entrepreneurs?
Take your business plan to an accountant you
trust and make sure your numbers add up. An idea
without commercial sense is worth nothing.
Do you have a motto for life?
‘No graft, no glory.’ I say it so often I’m sure my kids
will put it on my gravestone!
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CHARITY

ChatTee
by name...
ChatTee
by nature

Will (15),
Hermione (13)
and Archie
Heseltine (11)

We speak to inspirational sibling entrepreneurs,
using their tech skills to shout about the charities close to their hearts
Will (Winchester College),
Hermione (Downe House) and
Archie Heseltine (Summerfields)
have created their own start up
venture selling slogan T-shirts.
W: “The idea behind ChatTee
came after a wet Easter holidays
at home, when mum suggested
we use our tech knowledge to
learn new skills and help others.
Whilst we couldn’t decide on
just one activity, we could all
agree on one idea – to create
slogan t-shirts that spread the
of every
message on issues relevant to
T-shirt sale
goes to
us and our friends and raise
charity
money for charities close to
WILL
our hearts. £5 of every T-shirt
sale (£22) goes to charity.”
“I want to raise awareness of
the harm that plastic is causing,
WILL supports:
not only to the planet, but also
The Plastic Ocean Foundation UK
to human health, and I really
I have always been interested
believe our generation can stop
in natural history and was
plastic getting into the oceans.”
shocked by the state of the
oceans after watching Jo
Ruxton’s film, The Plastic

£5

Ocean. Sir David Attenborough
described it as “one of the most
important films of our time” and
so I chose to support The Plastic
Ocean Foundation UK. I want
to raise awareness of the harm
that plastic is causing, not only
to the planet, but also to human
health, and I really believe our
generation can stop plastic
getting into the oceans.”
“Without The Blue, There is
No Green”, is a quote by marine
biologist and one of Time
magazine’s ‘Heroes for the
Planet’, Dr. Sylvia Earle, who
kindly allowed us to use it.
The Plastic Ocean team with
Sir David Attenborough
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CHARITY

HERMIONE
“ YoungMinds are leading the
fight for a future where all
young minds are supported
and empowered whatever the
challenges and I want to help show
that it is okay to ask for help.”

HERMIONE supports:

YoungMinds
I have chosen to support
YoungMinds as mental health
is something we all have to
look after whatever our age.
YoungMinds really matter and
with social media, exam pressure
and body image concerns, it
is important not to feel alone.
YoungMinds are leading the fight
for a future where all young minds
are supported and empowered
whatever the challenges and I
want to help show that it is okay
to ask for help.”
Before we could start on the
designs, we each approached our
chosen charity to see if they liked
our idea and thankfully they
did and have all been so helpful.
Having found out more about
their work, we chose slogans that
were relevant to the charity but
were also words and colours that

our friends would wear. Friend
and Be Kind to Your Mind
encapsulates the support and
help that YoungMinds gives.

ARCHIE supports:

Sentebale
I discovered a charity called
Sentebale on Instagram by
following one of their
ambassadors, the polo player
Nacho Figueras. Sentebale

supports the mental health and
wellbeing of children and young
people, many my age, affected by
HIV in Lesotho and Botswana.
The charity’s programmes
of education and care provide
the tools and knowledge these
vulnerable children need to live
long, happy, healthy lives in the
future. Stigma remains a major
factor preventing youth accessing
lifesaving health services, with
HIV the leading cause of death
in adolescents in Africa.
It took some time to come up
with the slogans. For Sentebale,
brave is a very powerful word.
It describes what the children
have to be when dealing with the
effect of HIV but is also a word
that can be worn on a T-shirt in
a more relaxed way. If someone
asks “why are you brave?”
when wearing your T-shirt,
we can help raise awareness of
Sentebale’s work - as with all of
our slogans.

How to buy a ChatTee
T-shirt:

H: We sell ChatTees
for £22 in kids sizes
aged 2-12 and all
adult sizes with
£5 of every sale
@wearechattee
www.chattee.co.uk
going to our
#wearechattee
charities. Look
#jointhechat
ARCHIE
out for new designs
that we’ll be launching
“ …if someone asks why are
in the run up to Christmas, plus
you brave when they see you
we are working on new products
wearing your T-shirt, we
for 2019 which are top secret!
can help raise awareness of
A: We’d love to help raise
Sentebale’s work.”
awareness for other charities so
do get in touch if you would like
to have a chat!
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SPOTLIGHT

Action ALUMNI

Marlborough College harnessing the power
of alumni to benefit the school
School Notices offers a great
way for schools to target their
alumni. Our member schools
encourage their alumni to
connect through our site, where
they can find work and advertise
their own businesses which in
turn helps to raise funds for
their old schools.
We speak to Marlborough
College about their dazzling
array of influential alumni and
the valuable relationship that
they have with the school.

Tell us about your alumni and
how you engage them?
Founded in 1884, membership
of The Marlburian Club opens up
a worldwide network of contacts
and opportunities to connect
with other Old Marlburians. The
Club facilitates over 50 events a
year, both in the UK and abroad,
which include networking
events, dinners, drinks, reunions,
sports matches and a carol
service. A regular programme of
publications are sent out, by post

Above: Old Marlburians and parents on the
175th Anniversary Cycle to the Somme

and digitally, and we have recently
introduced MC Global Connect,
a social network site and app
specifically for Club Members.
It is a great new tool to enable
club members to connect, help
and advise one another.
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JESSICA
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OPPORTUNITY E
!
• Studio and 1 & 2 bed apartments.
• Daytime concierge & secure
parking.*
• Little over 10 minutes walk from
mainline and tube connections.
*Secure parking at additional cost. Price correct at time of going to press.

SALES AND MARKETING SUITE OPEN 7 DAYS
191 WANDSWORTH HIGH STREET SW18 4LS

020 7620 1500
galliardhomes.com

Official letting and
managing agent

LOGO DESIGN

BUSINESS CARDS

S TAT I O N E R Y

LEAFLETS & FLYERS

BROCHURES
ADVERTISING

WEBSITES
Graphic design service
bringing success to all your
brand communications

helen@reidcreative.co.uk 07944 397489
www.reidcreative.co.uk

SPOTLIGHT

FA MOUS ALUMNI

Above: OM drinks, 2015 Marlburian Club
magazine featuring Tim Webber with his
Oscar for best visual effects for Gravity,
carols in Marlborough Chapel

Do you ask successful alumni
to advise on careers?
Alumni return to the school
regularly to speak to pupils about
careers and work placements.
Our rapidly expanding mentoring
programme is facilitated by our
Professional Group network
and MC Global Connect.
The Club also participates in
the Momentum project to
provide work experience for
pupils from our partner school,
Swindon Academy. Delivering
careers advice, work experience
opportunities, a mentoring
programme and networking
opportunities is the overall goal.
Is there a head of Alumni and
do old pupils meet socially?
The Marlburian Club has a
steering Committee led by
a President and Chairman.
Apart from social events our
recently introduced MC Global
Connect is a simple way for Old
Marlburians to engage with each
other worldwide.

Some well known Old Marlburians.
Can you identify those pictured
from the list below?
-Answers upside down at the bottom of the
page if you are struggling!

A

B

C

D

E

John Betjeman - poet
Siegfried Sassoon - poet
Duchess of Cambridge
William Morris - artist
Bruce Chatwin - author
James Mason - actor
Chris de Burgh - musician
Nigel Griesley - engineer
Sir Peter Medwar - scientist
Daniel Hannan - politician
Hugh Pym - journalist
Christopher Martin-Jenkins
- commentator
Mark Tully - journalist
Lauren Child - illustrator & author
Frank Gardner - journalist
Michael Pennington - actor
Cressida Cowell - author
Jack Whitehall - comedian
Simon McBurney - actor
Emerald Fennell - actor
Samantha Cameron - designer
Nick Drake - musician
Francis Chichester - sailor
Robin Janvrin - courtier & banker
Nicholas Woodeson - actor
Dick King-Smith - author
Princess Eugenie of York
Jamie Gibson - rugby player
Charles Saumarez Smith - dir of RA
Graham Shepard - illustrator
Damien Jones - film producer
Tim Webber - visual effects
Harriett Baldwin - MP

F

G

H

I

J

Answers: A Jack Whitehall, B Cressida Cowell, C Harriett Baldwin, D Emerald Fennell, E Chris de Burgh, F Princess Eugenie of York, G Tim Webber, H Lauren Childs, I Christopher Martin-Jenkins, J Frank Gardner
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SAVE 20%
ON ACCOMMODATION COSTS*

MAGICAL

Mauritius

Trust your luxury holiday to the Indian Ocean specialists
Choose Beachcomber for
your luxury holiday, wedding
or honeymoon and you’re
guaranteed a spectacular
setting. As the first hotel
company on Mauritius, we were
able to hand-pick the most
idyllic locations for our eight
superb hotels. Then we added
a host of magical ingredients
to make your stay just perfect:

Mauritius is the island dreams
are made of. Glorious palmfringed beaches, crystal
lagoons, verdant peaks and
an exotic mixture of cultures
and cuisines all waiting to be
discovered. Once experienced,
the charm of this enchanting
island will stay with you
forever, and we’ll help you
make the most of it.

• Luxurious accommodation
• Delectable cuisine
• Soothing spas
• Championship golf courses
• Fun and free children’s clubs
• Fantastic water sports
• Outstanding all-inclusive options
• Fly direct with Air Mauritius
from Heathrow and enjoy superb
hospitality from the moment
you board

Start planning your magical Mauritius holiday today.
Call us on 01483 445 632 or visit www.beachcombertours.uk
* 20% saving applies to accommodation
costs at the Beachcomber Hotels, book
ćĀŏ 5/ŏ%*ŏ 2*!Č travel by 31 ! 201Ċ.

MAURITIUS

SEYCHELLES

1560 BCT School Notices Advert.indd 1

DUBAI

ABU DHABI

MOROCCO

FRENCH RIVIERA
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TRAVEL

Backpacking
with my boys!

PHOTOGRAPHY: © SHUTTERSTOCK, PIXABAY

Becky Gunning, the fashion, interior and
travel blogger @Bricksandstitches shares
the ‘warts and all’ of travelling with her
young family around Colombia
Earlier this year my husband
was given gardening leave. We
needed to make the most of this
valuable time and had talked for
years about doing a big family
trip, but something always
seemed to get in the way. Having
travelled across South America
in my twenties, Colombia was
definitely top of the travel list.
Colombia’s size and diversity
meant that we could experience
the Amazon jungle, Caribbean
beaches, mountainous coffee
regions and vibrant cities. The
2016 Peace Treaty also meant
it was safe to travel with huge
areas of the country opening up.
This was critically important as
we were taking our eight and ten
year old boys.
We knew the only
way to experience
the real Colombia
and have a true
adventure was
to backpack and
do the trip on a
shoestring, so we
stayed in hostels
and took public
transport. We
Cartag

ena’s m

and all of our
vital documents
in a taxi was a
travelled light. The
Piranha fishing, the
Amazon
hairy moment,
boys only took what
amazingly we found
they could carry which meant a
it untouched! The food wasn’t
blissful six week digital detox!
great either, so if you plan on
After a few nights in Bogotá,
visiting Colombia as part of a
we flew down to the Amazon on
gastronomic tour, think again!
the Brazilian/Peruvian boarder.
We saw and experienced so
We travelled for a few hours
many incredible things. From the
down the river by boat and
wild, natural beauty of the coast,
stayed in an Indigenous tribal
to the untouched expanse of the
village. It was a totally authentic
Amazon. From the devastation
and humbling experience to
caused by the inconceivable
stay in one of the most remote
violence of the 50-year long
parts of the world, whilst slightly
war to the hope and happiness
daunting given the boys were
of people who are experiencing
with us. To give you a sense of
peace for the first time in
how remote it was, the nearest
their lives. It is an
highway was over 800km away.
experience that will
After the jungle we flew north
stay with us forever.
to the Caribbean coast, working
We were beyond
our way towards the Venezuelan
proud to see how kind
border (which we didn’t get too
and respectful our
close too!). We then headed
children were of their
up to Panama, gradually
o Beach
environment, the culture Costen
making our way south
and the people. Nothing
through Cartagena,
can quantify the value of this
Medellin and eventually
type of experience together
back to Bogotá.
as a family. Would we do it
Obviously there
again? In a heartbeat.
were a few inevitable
low points. Leaving a
Follow Becky on @Bricksandstitches
bag containing £3,000
for fashion, interior and travel tips.

ud volc

a no
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Escape to Forest Holidays

Save 5%

using promo code
SCHOOL when you
book and holiday
before 31 March 2019
Terms: Discount code applies to the cabin
price only and not any extras. Discount
code may not be used in conjunction with
any other offer and cannot be applied
retrospectively. Forest Holidays reserves
the right to withdraw this offer at any time.

The forest makes for
a beautiful escape
for the family.
Perfect for
reconnecting with
nature, and
spending quality
time together as a
family. Create
unforgettable
memories on your
forest adventure.

Access the best holiday homes in France and Italy.
A bespoke villa ﬁnding and villa owner advisory
service from an independent travel expert.

Book now for half term and summer 2019
Contact Rachel to arrange a consultation:
07983 801 337
rachel@rachelsvillaholidays.com
rachelsvillaholidays.com
Book now at www.forestholidays.co.uk

TRAVEL

Noordhoek Beach, Cape Town

H
SOUTICA
AFR

Postcard from

SOUTH
AFRICA

The Denby family from Twyford School
take a walk on the wild side!
Where did you go on your
family adventure?
For Christmas last year we
headed to South Africa as we
wanted an easy introduction
into the world of travelling. We
explored Cape Town, wine tasted
in Stellenbosch, wake boarded
in Hermanus, surfed on Boxing
Day off the stunning beaches of
Knysna and safaried near Port
Elizabeth.
Why did you choose that
particular place?
We were looking for a
holiday that had a bit of
everything: beaches, animals,

beautiful scenery, culture,
delicious food and wine, easy to
get around and where language
wasn’t an issue. We found all that
and more!
What were your highlights?
Surfing on Boxing Day in

The Denbys

Knysna and
the four days
we spent on
safari. We were very
keen to see rhinos
as our daughter is
very keen on their conservation.
We weren’t disappointed. On
the first day we saw seven
rhinos and so every day after
that was just wonderful. We had
some hilarious standoffs with
elephants and we broke down
on a river! Help came, but it all
added to the adventure.
Were there any low points?
Cape Town was a stunning city
with a lovely easy going vibe but
we were a bit unlucky with the
incredibly strong wind - known
as the Cape Doctor, so we were
unable to visit Robben Island or
walk up Table Mountain.
Was there a piece of kit that you
wouldn’t travel without?
I would thoroughly
recommend taking
a pair of decent
binoculars and a good
resolution camera.
Where are you off to on your
next big adventure?
We have already booked to go
to Sri Lanka and we can’t wait
to go further afield next year.
Costa Rica or Namibia 2019 who knows?
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THE SET

BATTERSEA

BATTERSEA

SW11

A fresh take on
London living in one
of Battersea’s most
desirable & vibrant
neighbourhoods.

Apartments

& Houses

WWW.THESETSW11.CO.UK

Specialist Immigration advice for individuals
and businesses around the world

 Tier 4 (General) & Tier 4 (Child) Student Applications
 Investor and entrepreneurial visas
 EEA law/Brexit - related issues
 British Citizenship applications for adults and children

+44 (0)20 3430 6920
THESET@SAVILLS.COM

Winton & Winton Solicitors

Jenny.Harvey@jennyharveyimmigration.co.uk
www.jennyharveyimmigration.co.uk

LUXURY ACCOMMODATION

Providing advice of the highest
calibre (without City overheads)
commercial | corporate
IP | data protection | HR
charlotte@winton.biz
t: 01635 814418 m: 07980 214 727
www.wintonwinton.com

Beautiful Perigordian Manor House in
the heart of the French countryside

DORDOGNE
THE UK'S LEADING BESPOKE
TREEHOUSE COMPANY
enquiries@squirreldesign.co.uk
0033 (0) 6499 334000117 3258325
www.squirreldesign.co.uk
nickgoldsmid@hotmail.co.uk
|www.laronciere.co.uk

TRAVEL
Jumbo Stay

ND

A
FINL

Postcard from

FINLAND
The Vincent family from Princes Mead
visit Father Christmas!
Where did you go on your
family adventure?
We travelled to Roveniemi (the
home town of Father Christmas’
operations) via Helsinki, where
we slept in an old converted
prison hotel. On the way back we
stopped off in Stockholm.
Why did you choose that
particular place?
We wanted to take the boys to
see some seriously big snow,
enjoy husky rides, have fun racing
across the ice on snowmobiles
and of course for them to meet
Father Christmas.
What were your highlights?
Visiting Father Christmas at
his command centre was utterly
magical. Every element was
perfect - so tastefully done, so

wonderfully Nordic in style
and totally enchanting. The
excitement started on the drive
out there, through a snow laden
forest in deepest, darkest Finland,
where we had to stop for a herd
of wild reindeer to cross the road.
Eventually at the side of the
track we were met by elves and
given push sledges to trek to the
command centre.

Santa in Roveniemi,
the Vincent boys (right)

Were there any low points?
We stayed at Jumbo Stay, a
converted jumbo jet hostel in
Stockholm. The boys slept in the
cockpit surrounded by all the
original buttons and levers. For
them it was another amazing
highlight … for us it was the
worst night’s sleep ever!
Was there a piece of kit that you
wouldn’t travel without?
Two things - kindles
and a pack of Uno! As
long as the kids have
something to watch, read
or play it doesn’t matter
about delays or detours.
Your advice to others thinking
of doing the same?
Don’t spend a fortune on the
packaged trips to Lapland and
try to avoid one day trips - you
are herded around like sheep
and hugely overcharged. Don’t
pre-book activities, it’s so
much cheaper on the ground.
And don’t be afraid to hire a
car. We’ve also taken the boys
whale watching in Tromso
(even further into the Arctic
circle) driving in this extreme
climate is fabulous and
the freedom to visit off
the beaten track places
is wonderful. It makes
chasing the northern
lights great fun!
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The Business Club Directory
Helping find a school where your child
can reach their full potential
– socially, emotionally & academically.

To join call: 01256-223060

lorna@lornawoolley.co.uk
0784 7052713
www.lornawoolley.co.uk

Up to 45% Off Luxury Family Holidays
Call us now for a free Luxury Hotels brochure.
Call
us Family
now forResorts
a free Luxury
Hotels brochure
Luxury
Worldwide
www.travelbeam.co.uk || 0345
0345 345
345 0145
0145
www.travelbeam.co.uk
luxuryhotels@travelbeam.co.uk

Exquisite gifts & photo frames
*New print & fit service available

www.addisonross.com

The Business Club Directory

FABULOUS
SHOES
DESIGNED
FOR
CHILDREN
43 Elizabeth Street SW1
98 Marylebone Lane W1
187 New Kings Road SW6
www.papouelli.com

© Nicola Morris Photos

www.pineapplebarn.com

Bespoke, flexible, luxury seating for children
www.sqwishme.com
© Nicola Morris Photos

BUY ONLINE AT
WWW.HUSSEYFREKE.COM

To join call: 01256-223060

THE ULTIMATE WEEKEND BAG
FOR THE DISCERNING SHOT

The Business Club Directory

Your local Jaguar
Land Rover Approved
Service Centre
SERVICE | REPAIR | WARRANTY | MOT | TYRES

10% OFF

Full Service & MOT*
*T&C’s apply. Offer valid until 30 November 2018. Offer only
applies to a combined full service & MOT. Offer can not be used in
conjunction with any other offer.

Taylor’s Service Centres
Great Dunmow
01371 483 022
www.taylorscentres.co.uk

iridiumkendal.co.uk
sn_mag1_autumn18_ad.indd 1

To join call: 01256-223060

Term Time Tech Courses

Meet Arran
He’s a Microsoft Office guru.
He can create powerful pivot
tables, epic macros and make
a datasheet sing like a bird!
Give your child a head start.

FUNTECH.CO.UK

12/09/2018 14:29

The Business Club Directory

Beautifully Designed Jeweller y
www.kaarenbuchanan.com

www.wearthestars.co.uk

Little Dunmow’s
family friendly
restaurant with rooms
One stop shop for students. www.inaboxgroupltd.com

A La Carte Menu | Traditional Sunday Lunches | Terrace Garden | Bar Menu

To join call: 01256-223060

Student essentials
delivered to your door...

HEAD SPACE

Physics, then French,
Who or what inspired
English and Maths.
you to teach?
Your greatest all
I initially thought I
time movie?
would become a Naval
Steve Martin’s
or Cavalry Officer. Then
Parenthood – a
I spent time teaching at
really educative
The Prebendal School in
experience and
Chichester when I was
very funny.
19. I taught everything. I
Best thing about
really enjoyed the people
Teddies?
– the mix of pupils,
The extraordinary
colleagues and parents.
strength of our
It certainly wasn’t dull.
community. And
The Army was also about
location, location,
people but there was less
location – Oxford is
chance of being killed as
undoubtedly one of the
a schoolmaster – so after
world’s greatest cities.
university I decided on
What three things
teaching and took my
do you need to be a
first job at Orley Farm
successful Headmaster?
School in Harrow.
You need more than
What is your all-time
Stephen Jones, Warden of St.
A sense of
favourite book?
Edward’s School, Oxford, tells us what three.
humour, empathy, a
A Dance to the Music of
Time by Anthony Powell. makes him tick at school and beyond strong ability to be
part of a team, vision,
What sort of music do
resilience and the
you listen to? Favourite
capacity
to be ‘nimble’ – to do
piece or song?
winning some races at Ramsgate
whatever
needs to be done, and
I love Church music – Spem in
Week a few years ago.
to
do
it
with
grace and charm.
Alium by Thomas Tallis is the
Top three apps on your phone?
What
is
the
best
advice you
top, or possibly Te Lucis
WhatsApp, where we have
would
give
one
of
your new
Ante Terminum by Balfour
a family group; the Teddies
school
joiners?
Gardiner. In the car, I put
Twitter feed; and BBC News.
Be yourself and get involved in
on Steely Dan…
Who would your five ideal
as many activities as you can.
Your personal motto
dinner guests be (famous, living
In one sentence, what is your
in life?
or dead)?
school’s ethos?
The spirit of the hymn,
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Mariella
That anything is possible if you
Father, hear the prayer we offer
Frostrup, Basil Hume, Lucy
give your all in your academic
– which translates as facing the
Worsley and
work and wider activities:
challenges, cracking on.
Emma Thompson.
pupils have the power to
Your greatest achievement?
Wouldn’t that be a
make a huge difference
Ha! – an impossible question.
great night!
to their lives and to the
Very easy (but cheesy) to write
Favourite subject
world around them.
“my family”… but I did enjoy
at school?
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HEAD space

‘There is
something
very special
about
Teddies’
Tatler Schools
Guide 2019

Co-Ed | 13 – 18
Boarding & Day

www.stedwardsoxford.org
Registered Charity No. 309681.

BEAUTIFUL HOUSES IN EXQUISITE LOCATIONS
PAXOS AND CORFU

ionianestates.com | +44 (0)1798 342 810 | info@ionianestates.com

